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<td>MORMON MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CORRESPONDENCE OF BISHOP GEORGE MILLER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CUMBERLAND, CARLSON: THE REACTION OF A GENUINE CIVILIZING COMMUNITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>FITZGERALD, JOHN D. PAPA MARRIED A MORMON (REV. '24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CHURCH CHRONOLOGY 1888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>&quot;AMERICANA — THE MORMON PRINCIPLE&quot; (radio program 1924)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>SPEECH BY KIMBALL YOUNG ON MORMONISM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>FITZGERALD, JOHN D. PAPA MARRIED A MORMON (REV. '24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>CHURCH CHRONOLOGY 1888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>&quot;AMERICANA — THE MORMON PRINCIPLE&quot; (radio program 1924)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>SPEECH BY KIMBALL YOUNG ON MORMONISM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>NOTES OF E. MEYER — BOOK ON MORMONISM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>LLOYD, WESLEY P. LAY LEADERSHIP IN THE LATTER DAY SAINT MOVEMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>PFEIFFER, E. W. NO BLACK SAINTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>THE VOICE UNIVERSAL JUNE, JULY, AUGUST 1959 (RELIGION)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BOX 13  MORMON MATERIALS  -------  POLYGAMY

1. NEGATIVES, POSITIVES, AND RELATED CUTS FOR BOOK ON MORMON POLYGAMY: 1951-53

2. NEGATIVES, POSITIVES, AND RELATED CUTS FOR BOOK ON MORMON POLYGAMY: 1951-53

3. MORONISM — POLYGAMY
   GOODWIN, SAM H.; MORMONISM AND MASONRY
   JOSEPH SMITH 1805-1844
   JOSEPH SMITH AND THE FOUNDING OF MORMONISM
   YOUNG, KIMBALL.; PROLEGOMENA TO THE STUDY OF MORMONISM: A PSYCHO-HISTORICAL
   TREATMENT WITH NOTES ON METHODOLOGY
   YOUNG, KIMBALL.; SOME PROLEGOMENA TO THE STUDY OF MORMONISM — A SOCIAL
   PSYCHOLOGICAL TREATMENT WITH NOTES ON METHODOLOGY

4. OUTLINES ON POLYGAMY BY YOUNG, KIMBALL 1930-1942
   THE MORMON POLYGYNOUS FAMILY
   AMERICAN POLYGAMY — ITS RISE AND ITS RENUNCIATION

5. POLYGAMY — QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 1950's

6. MORMON POLYGAMY

7. MORMON POLYGAMY — SHORT CREEK 1953

8. POLYGAMY AND MORMONS — NOTES (MISCELLANEOUS)

9. POLYGAMY AND MORMONS — (MISCELLANEOUS)

10. MORMON POLYGAMY — PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN UNDER POLYGAMY

11. MORMON POLYGAMY — CHILDREN OF POLYGAMY

12. MORMON POLYGAMY — FACTS, METHODS, AND MEANING

13. MORMON POLYGAMY — POLYGAMY, MORMONISM, AND LARGER SOCIETY

14. MORMON POLYGAMY — POLYGAMY AND OTHER SOCIETIES: NON-LITERATE AND CIVILIZED
1. PHOTOSTATS OF MATERIALS ON UNITED ORDER IN BANCROFT LIBRARY, BERKELEY 1955
2. STORY OF THE UNITED ORDER
3. UNITED ORDER MATERIALS
4. JENSEN, ANDREW — AN EXPERIMENT IN A COMMUNISTIC SYSTEM, CALLED THE "UNITED ORDER"
5. THE UNITED ORDER IN ARIZONA
6. UNITED ORDER IN MORMONISM (BANCROFT LIBRARY MATERIALS 1959)
7. MORMONIANA: UNITED ORDER — PICTURES FROM ORDEIVAL, UTAH (SOURCE UNKNOWN)
8. UNITED ORDER MATERIALS
9. UNITED ORDER MATERIALS FROM BANCROFT LIBRARY (1958)
1. WHITMER, DAVID --- HISTORY OF
2. WATSON, WILLIAM --- HISTORY OF
3. SELECTIONS FROM HUDSON'S JEMIMA WILKINSON, 1821
4. STEWART, ROSE YOUNG --- FUNERAL SERVICES 1937
5. PART OF THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JOSEPH ORTON
6. NESLIN, LOWRY --- HISTORY OF
7. JUDD, ZADIGE KNAPP --- HISTORY OF
8. SMITH, JOHN L. --- EXCERPT TAKEN FROM JOURNAL OF
9. STOUT, ALLEN JOSEPH --- BIOGRAPHY 1815-1889
10. HIGLEY, WILLIAM --- COPIED FROM THE ORIGINAL JOURNAL
11. ROSEBERRY, HELENA --- HISTORY OF (KIMBALL YOUNG'S GRANDMOTHER)
12. MORMON AND INDIAN WARS --- THE MOUNTAIN MEADOWS MASSACRE AND OTHER TRAGEDIES AND TRANSACTIONS INCIDENT TO THE MORMON REBELLION OF 1857 TOGETHER WITH THE PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF A CIVILIAN WHO WITNESSED MANY OF THE THRILLING SCENES DESCRIBED --- BY --- CAPTAIN JOHN L. GINN
13. ROSEKELLEY, R. WELLING --- INTENSITY OF PARTICIPATION AND RESULTING ATTITUDES
14. SMITH, LYND --- ATTITUDES OF CERTAIN MORMON GROUPS TOWARDS THE SABBATH DAY
15. THREE NIRPITE STORIES
16. POPULAR BIBLES
17. MUSSEY, NEIL BORQUIST --- A MORMON BOYHOOD
18. REVIEW OF --- NO MAN KNOWS MY HISTORY; THE LIFE OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE MORMON PROPHET
19. MORMON DATA --- NON-POLYGAMOUS
1. STRANG, JAMES J.
2. STRANG LITERATURE 17 PAPERS
4. BIOGRAPHY AND JOURNALS OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN CUMMINGS
5. JOHNSON, RHONDA., THE PLACE OF MORMON WOMEN IN THE SUN
6. YOUNG, KIMBALL, PAPERS ON MORMONISM WRITTEN IN 1920's
7. LETTERS DEAL WITH THE NAUVOO, ILLINOIS PERIOD AT THE TIME JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH WERE KILLED IN CARTHAGE (FROM THE CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY)
1. NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS ON MORMONISM
2. NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS ON MORMONISM
3. THE PENLOP QUARTERLY — A REVIEW OF RACE AND CULTURE "NEGRO SLAVERY IN THE UTAH TERRITORY"
4. THE INDEPENDENT — THE PERSECUTION OF THE PLURAL MARRIAGE MORMONS
5. PAPER ON THE "REACTION TO MORMONS"
6. MORMON MISCELLANEOUS
7. MORMON MISCELLANEOUS
8. MORMON MISCELLANEOUS
9. NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS ON MORMONISM
1. A MESSAGE FROM THE FIRST PRESIDENCY OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS SUNDAY, APRIL 6, 1930

2. LAKE COUNTY LANDMARKS (OHIO) 1940

3. THE RELIEF SOCIETY MAGAZINE — ORGAN OF THE RELIEF SOCIETY OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS VOL. XXIV NO. 7 JULY 1937

4. INVENTORY OF THE CHURCH ARCHIVES OF UTAH — HISTORY AND BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RELIGION VOL. 1 1940

5. INVENTORY OF THE CHURCH ARCHIVES OF UTAH — BAPTISH CHURCH VOL. 2 1940

6. INVENTORY OF THE CHURCH ARCHIVES OF UTAH — SMALLER DENOMINATIONS VOL. 3 1941

7. GUIDE TO THE VITAL STATISTICS RECORDS OF UTAH 1941

8. ROSKELLEY, RICHARD WELLING (PH. D. THESIS, 1938) ATTITUDES AND OVERT BEHAVIOR — THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO EACH OTHER AND TO SELECTED FACTORS

9. WHITTEM, NATHAN LASELLE, RESPONSE OF A MORMON VILLAGE POPULATION TO THE RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS AS MEASURED BY ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS 1928
1. TAPPAN - YOUNG CORRESPONDENCE 1937
2. THE LOWRY NELSON -- PRES. GEO. ALBERT SMITH LETTER
3. MORMONISM CORRESPONDENCE
4. CORRESPONDENCE OF KIMBALL YOUNG
5. BIBLIOGRAPHY -- BERRIEN COLLECTION
6. LIST OF MORMON DIARIES, INTERVIEW, AND BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIALS USED IN WRITING 'ISN'T ONE WIFE ENOUGH' BY KIMBALL YOUNG
7. MICROFILM COLLECTION OF MORMON SOURCES, ILLINOIS 1839-1848
8. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH PROJECTS REPORTS -- CHECK LIST OF HISTORICAL RECORDS SURVEY PUBLICATIONS
9. UTAH AND THE MORMONS --- BOOKS, PRINTS, AND THE LARGEST GROUP OF EARLY UTAH MAPS EVER OFFERED
10. MORMON BIBLIOGRAPHICAL MATERIALS
11. 1946 ----- LIBRARY OF CONGRESS NOTES (PROBABLY ON MORMONISM)
12. MORMON MISCELLANY
13. CATALOGUE OF THE WRITERS' PROGRAM PUBLICATIONS
14. CATALOG OF THE AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES
1. 76 LETTERS, POSTERS AND DOCUMENTS RELATING TO MORMONISM AT NAUVOO, ILLINOIS AND MICHIGAN (photostats of originals in the Chicago Historical Society)

2. 8 LETTERS RELATING TO TEMPERANCE MACK, NAUVOO, ILLINOIS, 1844-49. (photostats of originals in Michigan Historical Society)

3. 12 MISCELLANEOUS MORMON ITEMS. (photostatic copies)
BOX 1: NOTES ON ISN'T ONE WIFE ENOUGH? CHAPTERS 1-18

BOX 2: NOTES ON ISN'T ONE WIFE ENOUGH? CHAPTERS 19-23, APPENDIX

MORMON STATISTICS

BOX 3: MORMONS AND MORMON MATERIALS
a: MORMONS AND MORMONISM IN FICTION
b: MORMONS AND MORMONISM IN POETRY
c: MAGAZINE ARTICLES ON MORMONISM
d: MORMONS AND MORMONISM PERIOD
e: NOTES ON POLYGAMY --- PROBABLY FROM HARVARD UNIVERSITY
f: MORMONS AND MORMONISM --- GENERAL FILE

BOX 4: MORMON MATERIALS
a: OVERT OUTBREAKS
b: ECONOMIC Boycott
c: VIOLENCE AND THREATS OF MILITARY FORCw 1849
d: CHURCH REACTION TO MASS MEETING MEMORIALS 1882-1889
f: DISCUSSION ON RE-STATEHOOD
g: STORY OF "MORMON"
h: NOTES ON SHARP AND ARNOLD 1885-1888
i: SHIFTS TOWARD COMPROMISE
j: OUTSIDE PRESS MATERIALS
k: MORMONS FIGHT BACK
l: NATIONAL POLITICS 1884
m: LEGISLATION
n: LEE TRIAL --- AS SYMBOL OF MORMON POWER AND WICKEDNESS
o: MATERIALS ON CASES
p: RELATIONSHIP OF PUBLIC OPINION AND PUBLIC ACTION 1872-1881
q: MORMON BIBLE
r: KINGMILL YOUNG, LIBRARY (PERSONAL) IN EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

BOX 5: POLYGAMY FILE BOX
a: BIBLIOGRAPHICAL MATERIALS
b: GENERAL FILE

BOX 6: FILE ON ONE WIFE FAMILY BEFORE 1890

BOX 7: MORMON FAMILY DATA
a: NO MENTION OF NUMBER OF WIVES IN FAMILY
b: WIFE NO. 1 AFTER 1890

BOX 8: MORMON FAMILY DATA
a: TWO WIVES BOTH AFTER 1890 --- NOT POLYGAMY
b: TWO WIVES, SECOND AFTER 1890 --- NO DEATH DATE AS TO FIRST WIFE
c: TWO WIVES BOTH AFTER 1890 --- NO DATE GIVEN AS TO DEATH OF FIRST WIFE
d: TWO WIVES --- FIRST BEFORE 1890, SECOND AFTER 1890 --- NOT POLYGAMY
e: TWO WIVES BEFORE 1890 --- WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN MARRIAGES
f: THREE WIVES BEFORE 1890 --- WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND MARRIAGE
CARD FILE BOXES ON MORMON MATERIALS

gt: THREE WIVES AFTER 1890 —- NOT POLYGAMY
ht: THREE WIVES BEFORE 1890 WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD MARRIAGE
i: FOUR WIVES BEFORE 1890 —- WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD MARRIAGE
j: FOUR WIVES WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH MARRIAGE
kt: FOUR WIVES AFTER 1890 —- NO DATA AS TO DEATH DATE
lt: TWO WIVES —- POLYGAMY
mt: THREE WIVES —- POLYGAMY
nt: THREE WIVES —- NO DATA AS TO DEATH
ot: THREE WIVES —- POLYGAMY
pt: FOUR WIVES —- POLYGAMY
qt: FIVE WIVES —- NONE AFTER 1890
rt: SIX WIVES —- NONE AFTER 1890
st: SEVEN WIVES —- NO MARRIAGE DATES
t: FOURTEEN WIVES
ut: SEVERAL WIVES —- NONE AFTER 1890
vt: REGISTER OF POLYGAMOUS FAMILIES

BOX 9 BIBLIOGRAPHY CARDS OF:
a: N. Y. TRIBUNE 1875-1898
b: CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
c: N.Y. PUBLIC LIBRARY —- MORMONS AND MORMONISM (BOOKS)
d: BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MORMONS (POSSIBLY KIRKALL YOUNG'S OWN LIBRARY)
e: LIST OF FILM AND PHOTOSTATS OF PERSONAL DOCUMENTS

BOX 10 SCHROEDER COLLECTION —- GENERAL FILE (PAMPHLETS AND BOOKS)
CARD FILE BOXES ON MORMON MATERIALS

- THREE WIVES AFTER 1890 — NOT POLYGAMY
- THREE WIVES BEFORE 1890 WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD MARRIAGE
- FOUR WIVES BEFORE 1890 — WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD MARRIAGE
- FOUR WIVES WITH MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH MARRIAGE
- FOUR WIVES AFTER 1890 — NO DATA AS TO DEATH DATE
- TWO WIVES — POLYGAMY
- THREE WIVES — POLYGAMY
- THREE WIVES — NO DATA AS TO DEATH
- THREE WIVES — POLYGAMY
- FOUR WIVES — POLYGAMY
- FIVE WIVES — NONE AFTER 1890
- SIX WIVES — NONE AFTER 1890
- SEVEN WIVES — NO MARRIAGE DATES
- FOURTEEN WIVES
- SEVERAL WIVES — NONE AFTER 1890
- ROSTER OF POLYGAMOUS FAMILIES

BOX 9  BIBLIOGRAPHY CARDS OF:
   a: N. Y. TRIBUNE 1873-1898
   b: CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
   c: N. Y. PUBLIC LIBRARY — MORMONS AND MORMONISM (BOOKS)
   d: BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MORMONS (POSSIBLY KIRKALL YOUNG'S OWN LIBRARY)
   e: LIST OF FILM AND PHOTOSTATS OF PERSONAL DOCUMENTS

BOX 10  SCHROEDER COLLECTION — GENERAL FILE (PAMPHLETS AND BOOKS)
1. REYNOLDS, ELDER GEORGE: ARE WE OF ISRAEL? and THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM
2. ROBINSON, JAMES HARVEY: AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF THE
   WESTERN EUROPEAN MIND
3. LEIPPER, MURRAY H.: METHODISM IN GARY AND VICINITY (DECEMBER 1957)
4. YOUNG, KIMBALL: THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF FASHION -- LECTURE TO THE CLOTHING
   INSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE, EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN
   AUGUST 30, 1949.
5. YOUNG, KIMBALL: SCIENTIFIC TESTING OF COLLEGE STUDENTS -- "TESTS NOW IN
   USE AND THEIR RESULTS"
6. YOUNG, KIMBALL: FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AS A SAFEGUARD FOR AN ENDURING AMERICA
   A TALK BEFORE THE 13th. WOMEN'S CONFERENCE ON NATIONAL DEFENSE
   FOR AN ENDURING AMERICA, JANUARY 26, 1938, AT THE MAYFLOWER
   HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
7. YOUNG, KIMBALL: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE GERMAN REVOLUTION
8. YOUNG, KIMBALL: PROPAGANDA AND THE MODERN WORLD
9. YOUNG, KIMBALL: COMMUNISTIC SECTS IN AMERICA
10. FALK, R. D.: SOME ASPECTS OF HUTTERIAN COMMUNISM
11. KIESEL, CONSTANCE: NEW HARMONY AND AMAKA
12. BERSCHE, R. J.: THE RISE OF THE CHURCH SACRAMENTS
   DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIANITY FROM THE END OF THE FIRST
   CENTURY THRU THE COUNCIL OF NICEA
1. McDonald, Donald: RELIGION AND FREEDOM
2. Young, Kimball: SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGIONS (COURSE OUTLINE)
3. Newspaper Clippings Related to Belief Systems
4. Kobrel, Ethelyn: AIMEE SEMPLE McPHERSON AND REVIVALS
5. Foursquare Crusader — March 27, 1929, October 2, 1929, November 6, 1929
6. Wilson, R. S.: THE SMALL DENOMINATIONAL COLLEGE IN THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAME OF REFERENCE
7. Materials Related to Fundamentalism
8. Materials Related to Religion and Missions
9. Waitt, Russell Edson: HEBRAIC INFLUENCES ON CHRISTIANITY
10. Bachhuber, Anna Marie: HEBRAIC ORIGINS OF CHRISTIANITY
11. Materials Related to Roman Catholics
12. Materials Related to Religion and Business
13. Materials Related to Religion and Science
14. Materials Related to Religious Attitudes and Prejudice
15. Cross-Cultural Data (Polygamy)
16. Sociology of Religions — Contemporary Religions
17. Materials Related to Religion
18. Young, Kimball: JEWISH REACTIONS TO GENTILE PREJUDICES
19. Christian Mythology (Letter Allegedly Written by Jesus Christ)